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We consider a graph-based model for the process of gene assembly in ciliates, as proposed
in [A. Ehrenfeucht, T. Harju, I. Petre, D. M. Prescott, G. Rozenberg, Computation in Living
Cells: Gene Assembly in Ciliates, Springer, 2003]. The model consists of three operations,
each reducing the order of the signed graph. Reducing the graph to the empty graph
through a sequence of operations corresponds to assembling a gene.We investigate parallel
reductions of a given signed graph, where the graph is reduced through a sequence of
parallel steps. A parallel step consists of operations such that any of their sequential
compositions are applicable to the current graph. We improve the basic exhaustive search
algorithm reported in [A. Alhazov, C. Li, I. Petre, Computing the graph-based parallel
complexity of gene assembly, Theoretical Computer Science, 2008 (in press)] to compute
the parallel complexity of signed graphs. On the one hand, we reduce the number of sets of
operations which should be checked for parallel applicability. On the other hand, we speed
up the parallel applicability check procedure. We prove also that deciding whether a given
parallel composition of operations is applicable to a given signed graph is a coNP problem.
Deciding whether the parallel complexity (the length of a shortest parallel reduction) of a
signed graph is bounded by a given constant is in NPNP.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Ciliates are an old and diverse group of unicellular eukaryotes that, as a unique feature, possess two kinds of nuclei.
The macronucleus is the somatic nucleus, while the micronucleus is the germline nucleus. The micronucleus remains silent
throughout the life cycle except at a certain stage following ciliate conjugation. Then ciliates destroy all old micronuclei
and macronuclei and transform a mitotic copy of the micronucleus into a macronucleus. This process implies massive DNA
manipulations, with a large amount of DNA being excised, inverted, and/or translocated. The reason for thesemanipulations
lies in the drastically different genome structure in the micronuclei and the macronuclei. Macronuclear genes for example
are continuous DNA sequences. The same gene in the micronucleus is broken into many coding blocks, presented in a
shuffled order, some of them even inverted, separated by non-coding blocks. The transformation from a micronucleus to a
macronucleus implies identifying all coding blocks and assembling them in the correct order, while excising all non-coding
blocks. We refer to [11] for a survey on this topic.
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A clue to how gene assembly is possible is given by the special structure of all coding blocks. Thus, each coding block
ends with a nucleotide sequence (called a pointer) that is repeated in the beginning of the coding block that should follow it
in the assembled macronuclear gene.
We consider in this paper an intramolecular model for gene assembly proposed in [3,12]. A different intermolecular
model was previously proposed in [9]. The intramolecular model consists of three operations called ld, hi, and dlad. They all
conjecture that the DNA molecule folds on itself into a shape that is specific to each operation in such a way as to enable
recombination of consecutive coding blocks on their common pointers. These molecular operations have been described
in a number of previous publications such as [2,7,8]. It is enough for the purpose of this paper to focus on a mathematical
model associated to them in terms of signed graphs.
To each micronuclear gene one may associate the string consisting of its sequence of pointers, where each pointer is
denoted by a letter. The inversion of a pointer p is denoted by p. The resulting structure is a signed double occurrence
string. One can then further associate to this string (and so, to the gene) the corresponding signed overlap graph. The
three molecular operations can then be formulated as rewriting rules for signed graphs in such a way that the result of
a graph operation models the result of the corresponding molecular operation. For all the details of these transformations
we refer to [2,8]. In this paper we focus exclusively on the graph theoretical formalism associated to gene assembly, which
we introduce in Section 3 of this paper.
We focus in this paper on a notion of parallelism, which is most natural to consider from a biological perspective. In the
graph theoretical framework of our paper, parallelism is defined as follows: a set of operations is applicable in parallel to
a graph if all sequential compositions of operations in this set are applicable to this graph. In this case it follows that all
sequential compositions of operations lead to the same result; see [6]. This notion enables a notion of complexity in terms
of the minimum number of parallel steps needed to reduce the graph to the empty one. We recall from [1] the following
table giving the size n of the smallest known graphs with complexity c for small values of c:
c 1 2 3 4 5 6
n 1 2 3 5 12 24
A number of partial results have been obtained, see [6,5,4], but the main problem of this research area remains open: Is
the parallel complexity of signed graphs finitely bounded? Addressing this question, we establish in this paper several results
related to its computational complexity. We prove that for a signed graph G
(i) it is a coNP problem whether a set of operations is applicable to G;
(ii) it is a coNP problem whether a sequence of sets of operations is a parallel reduction of G;
(iii) it is an NPNP problem whether the parallel complexity of G is bounded by a given constant.
An algorithm to compute the parallel complexity and an optimal parallel reduction for a given signed graph was
introduced in [1]. Its complexity has been estimated as O
(
n2n+4
dn
)
for d = e2/√8. We propose in this paper a speed-up
on this algorithm that remains, however, of prohibitive computational complexity.
2. Preliminaries
A signed graph is a triple G = (V , E, σ ), where G = (V , E) is an undirected graph without loops and σ : V → {+,−}.
Edges between u, v ∈ V are denoted by uv. Since the graph is undirected, we make the convention that uv = vu. We let
V+ = σ−1(+) and V− = σ−1(−). By NG(u) = {v ∈ V | uv ∈ E}we denote the neighborhood of u ∈ V .
For signed graphs G1 = (V1, E1, σ1) and G2 = (V2, E2, σ2), we will need the following graph-theoretic operations:
• G1 ∩ G2 = (V , E, σ ), V = V1 ∩ V2, E = E1 ∩ E2, σ = σ1|V if σ1|V = σ2|V is an intersection of graphs;
• G1 ∪ G2 = (V , E, σ ), V = V1 ∪ V2, E = E1 ∪ E2, σ = σ1 ∪ σ2|V2\V1 is a union of graphs (on V1 ∩ V2 we take the signing
from G1);
• G1 \ G2 = (V1, E1 \ E2, σ1) is a graph G1 without edges of G2;
• G1∆G2 = (G1 \ G2) ∪ (G2 \ G1) is a graph formed by symmetric difference of edges in G1 and G2.
For a set S ⊆ V we denote by G|S = (S, E ∩ (S × S), σ |S) the subgraph generated by S. We also write G − S = G|V\S .
For a set S ⊆ V we denote by KG(S) = (S, {uv | u, v ∈ S, u 6= v}, σ |S) the clique generated by S. For sets S1, S2 ⊆ V with
S1 ∩ S2 = ∅, we use the notation KG(S1, S2) = (S1 ∪ S2, {uv | u ∈ S1, v ∈ S2}, σ |S1∪S2) to represent the biclique (also called
the complete bipartite graph) generated by S1 and S2.
For a graph G = (V , E, σ ), we denote by neg(G) = (V , E, σ ′), where σ ′(u) = − if and only if σ(u) = +, u ∈ V , the graph
with complemented signing. Then com(G) = neg(KG(G) \ G) stands for the graph with complemented edges and signing.
For a set S ⊆ V , the graph with complemented edges and signing over S is comS(G) = com(G|S) ∪ (G \ KG(S)). Finally, for a
node u ∈ V we denote by locu(G) = comNG(u)(G) the graph with complemented edges and signing over the neighborhood
of u; we also refer to it as the graph Gwith complemented neighborhood of u.
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Fig. 1. Graphs (a) G, (b) gnr1(G), (c) gpr2(G) and (d) gdr6,7(G).
3. Three graph operations
The following three graph operations have been introduced as a model for gene assembly in ciliates. Each micronuclear
and intermediate gene is modeled as a signed graph and its assembly process is modeled as a composition of the three
operations. For details on this model we refer to [2].
Definition 1. Consider a signed graph G = (V , E, σ ).
• The operation gnr is applicable to vertices x ∈ V− with N(x) = ∅. In this case, gnrx(G) = G− {x}.• The operation gpr is applicable to vertices x ∈ V+. In this case, gprx(G) = locx(G)− {x}.• The operation gdrx,y is applicable to adjacent vertices x, y ∈ V−. In this case, gdrx,y(G) = (G∆Gx,y)− {x, y}, where
Gx,y = KG(NG(x),NG(y) \ NG(x)) ∪ KG(NG(y),NG(x) \ NG(y)).
Equivalently, for p, q ∈ V \ {x, y}, we have pq ∈ G∆gdrx,y(G) if and only if· p ∈ NG(x) and q ∈ NG(y) \ NG(x), or
· p ∈ NG(x) \ NG(y) and q ∈ NG(x) ∩ NG(y).
The set of all gnr, gpr and gdr operations is denoted byGNR,GPR andGDR, respectively. We also use notations dom(gnrx) ={x}, dom(gprx) = {x} and dom(gdrx,y) = {x, y}. We extend the notation to sets: dom(S) =
⋃
r∈S dom(r), for S ⊆
GNR ∪ GPR ∪ GDR.
For an operation r and a sequential composition ϕ of operations in GNR ∪ GPR ∪ GDR, we say that ϕ ◦ r is applicable to
G if r is applicable to G and ϕ is applicable to r(G). Ifψ = rk ◦ · · · ◦ r1, r1, . . . , rk ∈ GNR∪GPR∪GDR is applicable to G and
ψ(G) = ∅, then we say that ψ is a sequential reduction of G.
Applications of a gnr operation, a gpr operation and a gdr operation are illustrated by an example in Fig. 1.
3.1. Parallelism
We discuss in this section a notion of parallelism, as introduced in [6].
Definition 2. We say that a set of operations S is applicable in parallel to G if any permutation ϕ of operations from S is
applicable to G.
We recall the following lemma.
Lemma 1 ([6]). If S is applicable in parallel to G, then for any two sequential compositions ϕ1, ϕ2 of the operations in S, we have
ϕ1(G) = ϕ2(G).
Therefore, whenever set S is applicable in parallel to G, we denote S(G) = ϕ(G), where ϕ is an arbitrary sequential
composition of all operations from S.
We recall the following criterion for the applicability in parallel of operations from GNR ∪ GPR ∪ GDR.
Lemma 2 ([6]). Consider a subset S ⊂ GNR∪GPR∪GDR of operations applicable to G and a signed graph G. Then S is applicable
in parallel to G if and only if NG|dom(S)(u) = ∅ for all gpru ∈ S and S ∩ GDR is applicable in parallel to G.
Definition 3. For a signed graph G and sets S1, . . . , Sm ⊆ GNR ∪ GPR ∪ GDR, we say that Φ = Sm ◦ · · · ◦ S1 is applicable
in parallel to G if Si is applicable in parallel to Si−1 ◦ · · · ◦ S1(G), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. We call each of the sets Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
a parallel step of Φ . We say that Φ is a parallel reduction of G if, moreover, Φ(G) = ∅. The parallel complexity of Φ is the
number of parallel steps inΦ: C(Φ) = m.
The parallel complexity for graph G is
C(G) = min{C(R) | R is a parallel reduction of G}.
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4. A complexity result
We prove in this section that deciding whether a given set of gdr operations is applicable to a given graph is a coNP
problem. We also prove that deciding whether the parallel complexity of a given signed graph is at most k, for a given k, is
an NPNP problem.
Definition 4. We recall first a few notions of computational complexity. For details we refer to [10].
• A problem is said to be in class NP if it can be solved on a non-deterministic Turing machine in polynomial time.
Equivalently, a problem P is in class NP if and only if its solution (the computation that ends with answer yes) can be
verified in polynomial time by a deterministic Turing machine. Note that verifying the solution does not include finding
the solution. The dual problem P ′, forwhich the answer isno if and only if the answer to P isyes, is called acoNPproblem.
Equivalently, a problem is in class coNP if and only if a counter-example (the computation that ends with answer no)
can be verified in polynomial time.
• An oracle is an always-halting Turing machine whose computation is abstracted and counted as a single (macro)step,
part of a larger computation of a different Turing machine. An oracle machine is a Turing machine connected to an oracle.
The machine is able to query the oracle on various inputs throughout its computation, get the answer in one step and
continuing its computation according to the answer it receives. We refer to [10] for a formal definition of an oracle
machine.
• If C is an arbitrary (deterministic or nondeterministic) complexity class and A is an arbitrary oracle, the complexity class
CA consists of all languages that can be decided by machines able to decide the class C, extended with the oracle A. If the
oracle A is in the complexity class C ′, then we obtain the complexity class CC′
In particular, a problem is said to be in class NPNP if it can be solved on a non-deterministic Turing machine with NP
oracles in a polynomial number of meta-steps. A meta-step is understood here as either a transition of a Turing machine,
or asking the oracle the answer to a problem in NP, and modifying the state of the Turing machine depending on the
oracle’s answer. Equivalently, a problem is in class NPNP if and only if its solution can be verified in polynomial time using
NP oracles.
We can prove now the following results on the parallel complexity of a signed graph.
Lemma 3. Let G be a signed graph and S ⊆ GNR ∪ GPR ∪ GDR a set of operations. Deciding whether S is applicable to G in
parallel is a coNP problem.
Proof. It follows from Definition 2 that S is not applicable in parallel to G if there exists a sequential composition of the
operations in S that is not applicable to G. Verifying such a composition can be done in polynomial time. 
Lemma 4. Let G be a signed graph and S1, . . . , Sk, k ≥ 1, some sets of operations. Deciding whether Sk ◦ · · · ◦ S1 is a parallel
reduction of G is a coNP problem.
Proof. Clearly, Sk ◦ · · · ◦ S1 is not a parallel reduction if
(i) there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that Si is not applicable in parallel to Si−1 ◦ · · · ◦ S1(G), or
(ii) Sk ◦ · · · ◦ S1 is applicable to G but Sk ◦ · · · ◦ S1(G) 6= ∅.
Deciding the problem can be done in polynomial time by a non-deterministic Turingmachine as follows. First, guesswhether
(i) or (ii) is to be checked. In the case of (ii), for each Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, letφi be an arbitrary sequential composition of all operations
in Si and compute in polynomial time φk ◦ · · · ◦ φ1(G).
In the case of (i), guess first an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and then guess an operation f ∈ Si and a sequential composition ψi of
operations of Si \ {f }. Then check whether f is not applicable to ψi ◦ φi−1 ◦ · · · ◦ φ1(G). 
Theorem 5. Let G be a signed graph and k ≥ 1. Deciding whether C(G) ≤ k is an NPNP problem.
Proof. With a nondeterministic Turing machine we may guess in polynomial time some sets of operations S1, . . . , Sl, l ≤ k
and then, using an NP oracle, we may verify as in the proof of Lemma 4 whether Sl ◦ · · · ◦ S1 is a parallel reduction of G. 
Corollary 6. Given a signed graph G and an integer k, to decide whether C(G) ≥ k is a coNPNP problem.
5. Computing the parallel complexity: The basic algorithm
The algorithm in [1] to compute the parallel reduction complexity C(G) for the graph G, referred to in what follows as
the basic algorithm, is essentially based on the following basic observation:
C(G) = 1+min{C(G′) | G′ = S(G), S ⊆ GNR ∪ GPR ∪ GDR}. (1)
We denote by app(G) the set of all operations applicable to G. We compute the parallel reduction complexity C(G) as
follows.
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• If G is empty, then C(G) = 0;
• For all subsets S ⊆ app(G) applicable in parallel to G do:
· Let G′ = S(G);
· Compute C(G′) (using the same algorithm as for G);
• Choose S yielding the minimal C(G′);
• Then C(G) = 1+ C(G′).
The algorithm is detailed in [1] on three levels as follows:
(i) For a given graph, construct all sets S of operations from GNR ∪ GPR ∪ GDR, with each operation applicable to G.
(ii) For every set S built at (i), check whether it is applicable in parallel to G.
(iii) Repeat the algorithm for all graphs S(G).
For step (i) of the algorithm, one has to consider at most 2n(n−1)/2 sets of operations for a graph Gwith n vertices. For step
(ii), form gdr operations, one should verify that allm! sequential compositions are applicable to G; the check related to gnr
and gpr operations can be done in linear time based on Lemma 2.
A Greedy-type of simplification can be considered: investigate only maximal sets of operations S, i.e., sets such that for
all T with S ⊆ T , T is not applicable in parallel to G. This Greedy algorithmmay, however, not give a reduction strategy with
the minimal number of steps. For such an example, we refer to [1].
6. An improved algorithm
We discuss in this section two improvements over the algorithm in [1], presented in Section 5. On the one hand, we
reduce the number of sets of applicable operations that need to be considered throughout the algorithm. On the other hand,
we reduce the number of sequential compositions that need to be checked in step (ii) fromm! to 2m.
6.1. A different strategy for computing the parallel complexity
We focus first on decreasing the number of sets of applicable operations considered throughout the algorithm. We
illustrate the idea on an example with two rules.
Assume that some operations r1, r2 are applicable in parallel to graph G. When computing the parallel complexity of G,
one should consider at least the following three cases for the first step of a parallel reduction of G: {r1}, {r2}, and {r1, r2}.
Assume now that, after choosing {r1} in the first step of a parallel reduction, we choose a set {r2}∪ S in the second step of
the reduction. We claim that this case need not be considered since it yields the same complexity as a reduction considering
{r1, r2} in the first step and S in the second. Indeed, in this case S is applicable in parallel to r2(r1(G)) = {r1, r2}(G) and
S ◦ {r1, r2}(G) = (S ∪ {r2}) ◦ {r1}(G).
The argument above can be generalized to the following result.
Theorem 7. Let G be a signed graph and U, V ,W ⊆ GNR ∪ GPR ∪ GDR such that (W ∪ V ) ◦ U is applicable to G. If V ∪ U is
applicable in parallel to G, then ({W ∪ V } ◦ U)(G) = (W ◦ {V ∪ U})(G).
Proof. The result is straightforward. From Lemma 1, noting that (V ◦ U)(G) = (V ∪ U)(G), it follows that both sides are
well-defined and are equal to (W ◦ V ◦ U)(G). 
Note that Theorem 7 does not imply that a Greedy strategy, where each parallel step is maximal, leads to a minimal
strategy. It only implies that in the next parallel step, Si+1, one need not consider operations that could be applied in
parallel with the current step, Si. However, Si need not be maximal: operations that are applicable in parallel with Si may be
considered for steps Sj, with j ≥ i+ 2.
6.2. A faster test for the parallel applicability of a set of operations
We discuss now the problem of checking the parallel applicability of a set of operations. Since we are constructing the
sets of operations incrementally, the problem we are interested in is the following: given a graph G, a set S of operations
applicable in parallel to G, and an operation r 6∈ S applicable to G, verify whether S ∪{r} is applicable to G. We only consider
this problem for the case when S ∪ {r} ⊆ GDR.
A straightforward approach, implemented in the basic algorithm of [1], is to consider all sequential compositions of
operations in S ∪ {r}.
Let us assume that a total order relation< is defined on the set of all operations. For a set S of operations, we denote the
sequential compositions of elements of S in the order< by lex(S).
Lemma 8. Let G be a signed graph and S a set of operations. If for all S ′ ⊆ S and r ∈ S \ S ′, composition r ◦ lex(S ′) is applicable
to G, then S is applicable in parallel to G.
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Note that, although in the presumption of the lemma it is implicitly stated that lex(S ′) is applicable to G, this condition
will be automatically checked if subsets S ′ ⊆ S are considered in the increasing order of ⊆. Indeed, the statement of the
lemma will guarantee it. We now proceed with the proof.
Proof. We prove that all subsets S ′ ⊆ S are applicable in parallel to G by induction on the cardinality of S ′. The claim is
trivially true for ∅. Assume that, for a given k, every subset with less than k operations is applicable in parallel to G.
Consider an arbitrary subset S ′ ⊆ S with |S ′| = k. Take an arbitrary sequential composition ψ of operations in S ′. Then
we can writeψ = r ◦ψ ′, where r is an operation andψ ′ is a sequential composition of operations in the set S ′′ = S ′ \ {r}. By
induction hypothesis, S ′′ is applicable in parallel to G andψ ′(G) = (lex(S ′′))(G). By the premise of the lemma, r is applicable
to (lex(S ′′))(G), so ψ is applicable to G. Since ψ was chosen arbitrarily, S ′ is applicable in parallel to G. 
Lemma 8 gives a way to test the parallel applicability of a set S of k operations by considering 2k sequential compositions
instead of k!. Indeed, for all of the 2k subsets S ′ of S, one only needs to verify the applicability of lex(S ′) to G. When S is
constructed in an incremental way, as in the algorithm of [1], the test is faster, as shown in the next result.
Lemma 9. Let G be a signed graph and S a set of k− 1 operations, applicable in parallel to G, k ≥ 1. For any r 6∈ S applicable to
G, we may decide the parallel applicability of S ∪ {r} to G by applying at most k2k−1 operations in GNR ∪ GPR ∪ GDR.
Proof. One only needs to verify that, for all S ′ ⊆ S, r ◦ lex(S ′) is applicable to G. 
Based on Lemmas 2 and 9, we can give now the following procedure to check the parallel applicability of some set of
operations; see function Check.
Input: graph G, set S, op r
Output: boolean
Data: op r ′, set S ′
if r ∈ GPR then
return NG(dom(r)) ∩ dom(S) = ∅;
else if r ∈ GDR then
if NG(dom(r)) ∩ dom(S ∩ GPR) 6= ∅ then
return false;
else
foreach S ′ ⊆ (S ∪ {r}) ∩ GDR do
foreach r ′ ∈ S ∪ {r} \ {S ′} do
if not(applicabler ′◦lex(S′)(G)) then
return false;
return true;
Function Check. Deciding whether the operation r is applicable in parallel with the set S of operations.
6.3. The new algorithm
The new strategy proposed in Section 6.1 to compute the parallel complexity of a signed graph aims to investigate
the parallelizations of sequential reductions of the graph. Rather than investigating all possible sequential reductions, we
propose an idea of ‘‘parallelization on the fly’’, as explained below.
Assume a total order relation< on all operationsGNR∪GPR∪GDR. Assume that we have already chosen a set S of rules
applicable in parallel to G. We then examine all possible operations r applicable to S(G) as follows. If r ′ < r for all r ′ ∈ S we
denote S < r and also r > S.
We now explain the algorithm for finding the parallel complexity and an associated strategy. The answer is obtained by
calling the function Complexity, giving it as parameters the corresponding graph, the empty set, the same graph and the
empty set again, and the number of nodes plus one.
Function Complexity takes five parameters: a graph G, a set S of operations already chosen to be applied in the current
step, the graph G′ before the previous step, the set F of operations applied in the previous step, and an integer bound. The
function returns the best reduction strategy of G in less than bound steps, with the first step of the reduction including S. In
the same time, based on Theorem 7, the first step of the reduction may not include any operation applicable in parallel with
F to G′.
The recursion consists in checking all possible operations r ∈ GPR ∪ GDR applicable to S(G).
If r is not applicable in parallel with S, then we consider a possible reduction where the current step remains S and the
next parallel step includes {r}, while excluding any operation applicable in parallel with S. Otherwise, if r > S, then it is
added to the current step S of the reduction and the scan continues. If r < S, then it is not added to the current step S. In
this way, for any Gwe consider at most one time any parallel step applicable to G.
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Input: graph G, set S, graph G′, set F , integer bound
Output: integer, strategy
Data: strategy R, R′; integer i; set S ′
S ′ ← app(S(G));
if S ′ \ GNR = ∅ then
if G = ∅ then
return (0,∅);
else if NG(u) = ∅ for all gnru ∈ S ′ then
return (1, S ∪ S ′);
else
return (2, S ′ ◦ S);
else
R← ∅;
if bound > 1 then
foreach r ∈ S ′ \ GNR do
if Check(G, S, r) = false then
(i, R′)←Complexity(S(G), {r},G, S, bound− 1);
if i+ 1 < bound then
bound← i+ 1;
R← R′ ◦ S;
else
if r > S and Check(G′, F , r) = false then
(i, R′)←Complexity(G, S ∪ {r},G′, F , bound);
if i < bound then
bound← i;
R← R′;
return (bound, R);
Function Complexity. The central routine: find the best reduction strategy of G in less than bound steps, with the
first-step reduction including S but containing no operations applicable in parallel with F .
This Greedy-like approach is justified by Theorem 7. Note that it differs from the Greedy-like approach considered in
Section 5, where we consider only maximal sets applicable in parallel.
With the help of the variable bound, strategies are not computed beyond the depth of the best strategy already found.
We return from the recursion in case no operations from GPR ∪ GDR are applicable to S(G). The complexity is 0 if G is
empty; otherwise it is 1 if all GNR operations applicable to S(G) are also applicable to G, and it is 2 if they are not.
Finally, the current best strategy and its length are returned.
7. Complexity estimates
Consider a graph G with n nodes. The idea of the search consists in considering sequences of operations, and deciding
whether each subsequent operation belongs to the same step or begins the next one (not considering sequences that do not
satisfy criterion justified by Theorem 7).
There can be nomore than n! possible sequences of operations ϕ, and the bottleneck is checking the parallel applicability
of the operations in them, which consists in examination of at most 2n/2 sequential compositions of some operations in ϕ.
Checking a sequential composition means applying a linear number of rules; each application takes at most quadratic time
with respect to n, so the total complexity can be estimated as O(n! · 2n/2 · n3). Since from the Stirling formula it follows that
n! = Θ(nn+1/2/en), we can rewrite the complexity as
O
(
nn+7/2
cn
)
for c = e√
2
.
While the complexity estimate of the basic algorithm in [1] grows almost as fast as (nn)2, the present estimate of the
improved method grows almost as fast as nn.
8. Discussion
For a setV , the number of possible signed graphswhose set of nodes isV is 2|V |(|V |+1)/2. Therefore, the complexity problem
for all 1+2+8+64+1024+32768 graphs with up to 6 nodes can be easily computed on a standard PC using a bottom-up
algorithm.
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This might be quite useful because the number of times the algorithm considers small intermediate graphs grows very
quickly as V grows. Pre-computed complexity for all ‘‘small’’ graphs can be used in the following way. Assume we are in
the step s, the best already found solution is b, the current graph is G, the operations already chosen for step s form a set S,
and S(G) is ‘‘small’’, so we know C(S(G)). In this case, we can conclude that the best solution we can obtain on this branch
of the search tree is either s + C(S(G)) or s + C(S(G)) − 1 (because we have not finished step s yet). Therefore, unless
s+ C(S(G))− 1 < bwe can ignore this search tree branch and continue by backtracking.
The method presented in this article has been implemented in the C++ programming language; see link [13] (except
checking Check(G′, F , r), whichwould asymptotically speed up the algorithm, but needsmore code).While the running time
for a graph of 24 nodes and complexity 6 of an implementation of the basic algorithm is about 30 h, the implementation of
the improved method gives the result in less than 5 min on the same computer.
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